Behavioural decisions are often context-dependent, where information from immediate experience is incorporated into an individual's decision-making, particularly in complex environments. To test whether such mechanism is adopted by foragers in heterogeneous environments, we investigated the foraging behaviour of the deposit-feeding sand-bubbler crab, Scopimera intermedia. An individual-based model was constructed, based on an optimal-patch selection criterion, which implicitly assumed that individuals adjust foraging decisions based on immediate past experience. The model's predictions were tested on the shore by manipulating the location of food patches, where the crab showed a strong context-dependent foraging pattern. When resources were randomly distributed, the crab responded by spending 56% of time in enriched patches compared with only 28% in the same area when patches were composed of natural sediments. Shore manipulations varying resource distribution supported the underlying principles of the model mechanism, and highlighted the benefits of such a strategy in heterogeneous environments such as intertidal sediments where food resources vary at different spatial and temporal scales. The proposed model therefore provides a mechanistic process, based on optimal foraging, to predict foraging decisions and movement patterns of animals feeding in heterogeneous landscapes.
Introduction
Understanding how animals make decisions to acquire resources, avoid predation and obtain mates is fundamental to our understanding of behavioural patterns [1] [2] [3] [4] . Many animals make decisions according to their past experience, where the information gained varies at different spatial and temporal scales [5, 6] . Movement decisions of animals, in particular, contribute directly to foraging when individuals select optimal patches to feed in [7, 8] . The interplay between information acquisition and the decision-making processes is therefore critical in understanding individual variation in foraging patterns [9] . Foragers that incorporate sampling information to make foraging decisions (i.e. make use of sampling and prior information to make decisions a posteriori [10] ) and foragers that determine foraging decisions based on information state [11] are often considered to achieve higher rates of energy gain compared with information-ignorant foragers [12, 13] . As a result, species inhabiting dynamic environments often incorporate sampling information into foraging decisions [14 -16] . The optimal amount of previous information collected (the reference window [17] ) is related to the scale of spatial and temporal variations in food distribution [18] . If the environment is variable but predictable, more sampling information might be needed for an accurate estimate of food distribution; while in uniform or unpredictable environments, relatively little sampling information is required [17, 19] .
Most habitats exhibit some degree of spatial and/or temporal variability in food resources and, as such, most foragers need to make context-dependent choices [20] [21] [22] . Intertidal sediments, in particular, are highly variable as the main food sources are derived from microphytobenthos or deposited organic matter, both of which are influenced by large-scale variation in coastal currents and local variation in physical sediment conditions [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Crabs in the families Dotillidae and Ocypodidae dominate tropical soft shores and forage on the sediment surfaces around their burrows [30] . The sand-bubbler crab, Scopimera intermedia Balss, 1934 (Dotillidae) is common on Hong Kong shores [31] but does not feed uniformly around its burrow; instead it appears to sample fine-scale spatial variation in sediment food and feeds intensively on localized food patches (T. Y. Hui 2014, personal observation). The high mobility of these crabs makes them ideal candidates for studying how foraging patterns are affected by heterogeneity in food distribution and whether foraging decisions are context-dependent based on a specific reference window.
To investigate the effects of reference window length on sampling, foraging pattern and energy gain, an individualbased model was built to simulate the crab's foraging environment and decisions, and predictions generated from the model were tested on the shore by manipulating sediment food patches. Specifically, these experiments and models tested the hypotheses that S. intermedia demonstrates a dynamic and context-dependent foraging strategy in food patch selection, and the crab estimates the context using a finite length of past experience. This study therefore provides a mechanistic model to predict the optimal foraging patterns of central-place deposit feeders, and an empirical test of this mechanism for animals feeding on continuously distributed resources in spatially heterogeneous environments.
Material and methods
Studies were conducted at Starfish Bay, Hong Kong (22825 0 55 N, 114814 0 41 E), where S. intermedia is abundant at the mid-high shore (approx. 1.5-2.0 m above chart datum, crab density approx. 120 ind m
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). Foraging experiments were conducted at approximately 1.7 m above chart datum, where the sediments during the study (October -November 2014, March 2015) were characterized by 0.9 + 0.5 mm (mean + s.d.) particle size, 2.3 + 1.2 mg g 21 chlorophyll a (Chl a) content and 16.2 + 4.9% water content.
Scopimera intermedia is a central-place forager, emerging from its burrow and making back-and-forth journeys while completing a foraging track, which radiates in an almost linear fashion from the central burrow (cf. Scopimera inflata [32] ). Previous foraging tracks are clearly visible from the discarded food pellets (sand-bubbles), and successive foraging tracks are produced in clockwise or anti-clockwise directions, resulting in a cluster of food pellets on the sediment surface (figure 1). The foraging activity of S. intermedia is closely synchronized with tidal inundation and the day -night cycle: the crab emerges to feed when its burrow is emersed, but the crab stops feeding and returns to its burrow just before immersion by the rising tide, or as dusk approaches (T. Y. Hui 2014, personal observation) (figure 2).
(a) Investigating the importance of reference window length: an individual-based model
Assuming that the crab selects where to forage based on previous experience of resource distribution (i.e. its reference window),
an individual-based model was built to investigate the optimal reference window length. The model consisted of two components: a spatially explicit foraging environment and the crab's movement decision rules. To simulate a realistic foraging environment, maps of 84 (along the x-axis) Â 84 (along the y-axis) cells were established. The cells were grouped into units of 4 cells Â 4 cells. A unit in the map corresponded to an area of 1 Â 1 cm in reality, where all cells inside the unit had a food value F cell drawn from a normal distribution with mean F unit Figure 1 . Illustration of central-place foraging patterns of Scopimera intermedia. The crab produces food pellets (sand-bubbles) radiating from its burrow and moves in successive directions to form a cluster of pellets during a low-tide feeding period. Black bar ¼ 1 cm. rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171442
and variance of 0.0001. Nine neighbouring units were further grouped into a patch. For the central unit of each patch, F unit was drawn from a normal distribution with mean M and variance V, the overall sample mean and variance of food distribution sampled at 1 cm interval. For the eight units neighbouring the middle unit, F unit was drawn from a normal distribution with mean M and variance V,
where F is F unit of the central unit of that patch and r is the spatial autocorrelation parameter (represented by Moran's I at adjacent units; see electronic supplementary material, figure A1 , which summarizes the process of map formation). In all simulations, M was taken to be 2 and V 0.1, such that the variance-to-mean ratio was similar to that on the shore (approx. 0.05). The value r was obtained empirically by taking 60 cores (1 cm diameter, 0.5 cm depth, for Chl a measurement) uniformly positioned in a 6 Â 10 cm area of the shore to obtain a Moran's I statistic. To ensure generality, the procedure was repeated 24 times on two shores to obtain a distribution of Moran's I.
The crab's foraging decision rules were broadly divided into acceptance and rejection behaviours. Each crab was given T time steps to forage in the simulated landscape from its burrow positioned at (B x , B y ). P(t) denotes the position of the crab at time step t. At each time step t, the crab samples the current cell P(t) by producing a pellet, and decides whether to accept or reject feeding in that location. We assumed that the crab can discriminate food value at the resolution of 0.6 units (30% of the mean food value) as, at this resolution, experimental results to determine movement parameters agreed well with the model simulations (electronic supplementary material, table A1). If the crab accepts, it moves d a cell units at u a turning direction and arrives at P(t þ t s ), where t s is the time to produce one pellet. If the crab rejects, it moves d r cell units at u r turning direction. Each pellet produced increases the crab's energy gain by the same amount as the value of the food available. Crab feeding is interrupted by disturbance (as occurs on the shore), by segmenting foraging bouts into lengths of time step T t drawn from an exponential distribution with mean ¼ 29 time steps. Disturbed crabs remain in their burrows (i.e. cell B x , B y ) for t d time steps. At each new track, the crab is constrained to move at directions between u b and a þ u b , where u b is the direction of the previous track relative to the burrow. Such constraint was imposed to prevent the crab from feeding on sediments covered by pellets and maintain radial foraging excursions. In the experiment to determine these foraging parameters (see below), the crabs employed different movement parameters depending on their locations relative to burrows, movement direction and locations of food patches. Values for d a , d r , u a and u r are therefore distance-dependent (i.e. relative to the burrow and cell location that are accepted), and a depends on whether the crab experienced an enriched food patch in heterogeneous maps. These values were parameterized as described below (electronic supplementary material, table A2). To determine acceptance or rejection, a food value frequency distribution was first obtained from the last v pellets which the crab produced, where v is the reference window length. We assumed the crab made decisions to maximize its rate of energy gain, as in
where
where p( f ) indicates the probability density of food value f estimated from a sample of length v, p sr is the probability of staying in the same patch if the crab decides to reject that patch and p sa is the probability of staying in the same patch if the crab decides to accept that patch. m s is the estimated mean food value and l the feeding threshold above which the crab would accept and below which the crab would reject feeding in that location. p d represents the probability of being disturbed within t s . The numerator of R represents the expected gain after the crab produces a pellet at the new position ( probability of not being disturbed Â expected gain, while gaining no energy if disturbed), and the denominator represents the expected time spent to make the new decision ( probability of not being disturbed Â time for one pellet þ probability of being disturbed Â time penalty of disturbance). The expected gain in the numerator consists of two terms: F r (l) represents the expected food value if the crab rejects the current patch: the crab has p sr probability of staying and feeding on the current patch with value f (which ranges from 0 to l if the crab rejects), and 1 2 p sr probability of moving away and feeding on other areas with expected gain and F a (l) represents the expected gain m s if the crab accepts the patch: the crab has p sa probability of staying and feeding on the current patch with value f (which is !l if the crab accepts), and 1 2 p sa probability of moving away and feeding on other areas with expected gain R is maximized when l ¼ m s , by differentiating R with respect to l and using the observation that p sr , p sa (lower moving speed when the crab decides to accept that patch; electronic supplementary material, table A2). If the cell at P(t) is included in the diet, then the crab accepts the patch, otherwise the crab rejects the patch. To run the model, 40 maps were simulated, in which 20 foraging simulations were performed for each reference window length (v ¼ 1, 50, 250, 500, 750, 1000) on each map. In any one simulation, an agent crab foraged for T time steps and the overall energy gain was calculated.
(b) Model predictions and evaluation
To investigate how spatial distribution of food influences the crabs' foraging movements and utilization of different reference window lengths, rich food patches (enriched patches, mean food value ¼ 12, variance ¼ 4) were randomly positioned in a 84 (along the x-axis) Â 84 (along the y-axis) cell map. The cells within the map, other than enriched patches, were generated as described above. Two scenarios, either a heterogeneous (random enriched patches; electronic supplementary material, figure A2 ), or homogeneous map (without enriched patches) were simulated. Forty maps were simulated for each scenario in which 20 foraging simulations were performed for each reference window length (v ¼ 1, 50, 250, 500, 750, 1000) on each map, with initial track positions corresponding to the eight replicates of the shore manipulation described below. To simulate realistic field conditions, the agent crab is assumed to possess a prior experience with mean food value M of the specified reference window length, and accept a previous food patch at a distance drawn from an empirical track length distribution. In any one simulation, an agent crab was allowed to forage for T time steps, and the proportion of time spent in areas with enriched patches (heterogeneous map) or normal patches (homogeneous map) over total time was calculated.
(c) Shore-based experimental foraging patterns
Two sets of experiments were conducted to first test contextdependency and quantify movement parameters, and then to test the predictions of the individual-based model outlined above. To allow introduction of controlled amounts of sediments to individual crabs without any influence from conspecifics, individual foraging arenas were constructed following Zimmer-Faust [33] . Foraging arenas were constructed of 20 Â 20 cm quadrats with a cloth bottom layer, such that sediments could be transplanted into the arena and placed onto the natural shore surface. A circular aperture (approx. 1 cm diam.) was made at the centre so that only one experimental crab could emerge into the arena when it was aligned with the crab's burrow.
To test whether the crab shows a context-dependent foraging pattern, two areas were defined for manipulation of sediment distribution: the core (less than or equal to 5 cm radius from the aperture) and periphery (greater than 5 cm radius from the aperture). To test the model predictions, random patches of sediments were manipulated within the foraging arenas (electronic supplementary material, figure A2 ).
(d) Manipulation of sediment quality
Sediment food value was determined by Chl a content (mg g 21 sediment) to represent microphytobenthos biomass [23, 34, 35] . Two sediment food values were used: natural (2.2 + 0.6 mg Chl a g
21
) and enriched (12.5 + 3.9 mg Chl a g
) sediments (table 1) . Enriched sediments were produced by fertilizing natural sediments in the field (within two 50 Â 60 cm enclosures) with artificial fertilizer pellets ('Nutricote' [36, 37] ) approximately three weeks prior to the experiments. The enriched sediments represented food-rich patches comparable to the highest Chl a content detected on the shore (approx. 8 mg Chl a g To test whether the crabs' movements were context-dependent and to quantify the movement parameters, four experimental treatments were established: natural (N) sediments at both core and periphery (¼ NN), natural sediments at the core and enriched (E) sediments at the periphery (¼ NE), enriched sediments at the core and natural sediments at the periphery (¼ EN), and enriched sediments at both core and periphery areas (¼ EE). Based on these factorial combinations, treatments could be classified into homogeneous (NN and EE) and heterogeneous environments (NE and EN). Experiments were conducted on two days during October -November, 2014 when the low tide fell between 13:00 and 15:00. On each day, two to four replicates (as not all experimental individuals emerged and fed on the foraging arenas) were established for each treatment by placing the foraging arenas on opportunistically selected burrows and the movements of crabs were recorded (Sn ¼ 4 (treatments) Â 2 (days) Â 2 -4 (replicates) ¼ 26).
(g) Testing the predictions of the individual-based model
To test the model's predictions, foraging arenas of the same size and materials as described above were used, but with sediment positions manipulated to match the configuration of either homogeneous or heterogeneous maps used in the model (see above). For the heterogeneous map, enriched sediments were positioned at the same locations as the enriched patches in the model. Other areas in the foraging arenas were filled with natural sediments. In the homogeneous map, natural sediments were placed over the entire area. Foraging movements were recorded for approximately 3 h after the crab started feeding (Sn ¼ 2 (map types) Â 8 (replicates) ¼ 16) in March 2015 during low-tide periods.
(h) Statistical analysis
To test context-dependency, b-regression was used to investigate the effect of experimental treatments (spatial arrangement of sediments with different food value, fixed, four levels) on the time partitioning of the crabs (i.e. proportion of time spent in the core and periphery), using the betareg package in R [38, 39] . Data were transformed according to Smithson & Verkuilen [40] , and data from the two random days were pooled [41] , as there were only two random levels and the residuals from the model fit did not correlate with days (F 1,24 ¼ 0.31, p ¼ 0.58). The time spent by the crabs at the periphery after first contact was also compared across treatments to test , table A2 ). To test the model's predictions, the time spent in areas with or without enriched patches was compared between homogeneous and heterogeneous maps, and tested against a model of random distribution of foraging effort using t-tests. To test experimental results against predictions of the individual-based model at v ¼ 750, randomization tests of size 9999 were used. At each randomization, eight random values were drawn from the model results (because n ¼ 8 in the field experiment) and a onesample t-statistic (against the predicted mean) computed. The observed t-statistic from experimental results was compared against the distribution of t from the randomization, and the proportion of jtj larger than or equal to the observed jtj calculated. Such proportion indicates the probability of obtaining more extreme values than the experimental results under the hypothesis of the individual-based model. When such proportion is larger than 0.05 (two-tailed test), the hypothesis is not rejected.
Data were normally distributed with homogeneous variances (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: p . 0.05 for each level; G-test [42] : p . 0.05 for each level) whenever Student's t-tests were used. For all analyses, the significance level was set at p , 0.05. (NN and EE) , where the sediments at the core and periphery had similar food values, the crab spent similar amounts of its total foraging time (between 75% and 76%, table 2, figure 3 ) in the core areas. By contrast, the crab preferentially spent more time in food-enriched locations in the heterogeneous treatments (NE and EN; table 2, figure 3 ). In the NE treatment, the crab spent less than half its time in the core area (natural sediments), while it spent almost all of its time in the core area in the EN treatment ( figure 3) . The crab adjusted its foraging time allocation according to past experience, as the proportion of time spent in the periphery area after first contact was not different between the two homogeneous treatments (NN and EE, approx. 36%, b-regression: z ¼ 21.2, p ¼ 0.233), whereas it differed significantly in the heterogeneous treatments, with the crab spending approximately 74% of its time at the periphery in the NE treatment when compared with less than 1% in the EN treatment after first contact with the periphery (b-regression: z ¼ 5.3, p , 0.001).
Results (a) Time allocation in homogeneous and heterogeneous environments

(b) Model predictions and evaluation
In the experiment to test context-dependency and estimate parameters, the crab preferentially selected enriched areas and rejected natural sediments in the NE and EN treatments. Movement parameters of acceptance and rejection in the model were therefore quantified using movement patterns from these treatments. Distributions of movement parameters were distance-dependent: acceptance movements for core (less than or equal to 5 cm) and periphery (greater than 5 cm) were obtained from EN and NE treatments respectively, and rejection movements when enriched patches were further away than the crab (relative to the burrow) were obtained from the NE treatment, while rejection movements when enriched patches were closer to the burrow compared with the crab were obtained from the EN treatment (electronic supplementary material, table A2). When simulated 800 times, mean energy gain by the model crab increased as reference window length increased (electronic supplementary material, figure A3 ), but dropped slightly after v ¼ 250. When enriched patches were present in a random configuration, the model crab spent more time (approx. 51%) in those cells than when enriched patches were absent (approx. 23%). As v increased, more time was spent in enriched patches in the heterogeneous maps. No relationships were seen, however, when different v were used in the homogeneous map (figure 4). When the patch arrangement was replicated on the shore, the crab spent 56 + 19% (mean + s.d.) of its time in enriched patches in the heterogeneous map, but only 28 + 10% in the same areas in the homogeneous map (b-regression: z ¼ 3.9, p , 0.001). The crabs foraging in the heterogeneous map deviated from a random foraging strategy (t-test: t 7 ¼ 5.4, p ¼ 0.001), whereas those in the homogeneous map did not (t-test: t 7 ¼ 2.1, p ¼ 0.07). The time partitioning by the crab in both the heterogeneous and homogeneous maps closely matched the model predictions when v ¼ 750 (randomization test, p ¼ 0.91), but not when the feeding threshold was fixed (randomization test, p , 0.001; figure 5 ). 
n.s., not significant.
Discussion (a) Context-dependent selectivity based on immediate experience
The foraging behaviour of the sand-bubbler crab, S. intermedia, is extremely plastic and affected by its previous foraging experience. When the crab first experiences patches with enriched sediments, the subsequent allocation of foraging time on natural sediments reduces significantly, indicating a rejection of inferior patch types based on the crab's immediate experience. Deposit feeders have been shown to select where to feed based on variation in particle size [26, 43] or patch quality [44, 45] . The patch selection patterns demonstrated by S. intermedia appear to be consistent with classical optimal foraging theory, where the forager prioritizes patches that yield the highest rate of energy gain [46, 47] . Classical models assume that perfect information on food distribution is available to foragers [46] . The crabs' knowledge of patch types is, however, unlikely to be acquired in such a heterogeneous environment without the crab first sampling the sediments. As a result, the crab forages on natural sediments before it encounters the enriched sediments, but reduces foraging on natural sediments once enriched patches are encountered (as in the NE treatment). The environmental fluctuations experienced by S. intermedia could generate context-dependent contrast effects that produce similar patterns as classical optimal foraging theory, but require no omniscient assumptions to be made concerning the foragers' knowledge of food distribution [48] . When the crab encountered enriched food patches after natural patches, for example, disproportionately more foraging time was allocated to these enriched patches (a positive contrast effect). Conversely, when the crab encountered natural patches after enriched patches, the crab did not feed on the lower-value patches (a negative contrast effect). No changes in the crabs' foraging effort were evident, however, in homogeneous food treatments where there was only slight variation in food value. The proportion of time allocated for enriched patches, however, is distance-dependent, with more time spent in enriched patches at closer (less than or equal to 5 cm, EN treatment) when compared with further distances (greater than 5 cm, NE treatment). The crab could have maximized its rate of gain by travelling at a higher speed and reaching enriched patches earlier in the NE treatment (which could be done by travelling just 8% of the maximum speed of the crab, 12 cm s 21 ; T. Y. Hui 2014, unpublished data). The excess time spent at core areas, even after experiencing enriched patches at a greater distance, implies other distance-dependent mechanisms might be operating. Distance-dependent predation risk, for example, represents one such mechanism which is commonly found to affect central-place foragers [49 -51] . The forager typically experiences a higher predation risk at a greater distance from its refuge, as the probability of successfully retreating to safety reduces as distance increases [3] . On soft sediment shores, shorebirds represent major predatory forces [52] and are known to strongly influence how their prey behave, such as reducing time spent outside refuges [49, 53] . Scopimera intermedia might therefore trade off its rate of energy gain with reduced risk and spend more time than optimal (in terms of energy gain) within the core areas of its burrow.
(b) Implications of the foraging rules employed by Scopimera intermedia Scopimera intermedia appears to maximize its energy gain by making movement decisions based on recently sampled food distribution, but not a fixed feeding threshold as suggested for the congeneric deposit-feeding crab, S. inflata [33] . In experiments that did not factor in the spatial distribution of food patches, S. inflata rejected sediments with organic content lower than a fixed threshold, and fed non-selectively on sediments with variable but higher organic content than the threshold [33] . Such a non-selective strategy to accept all rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171442 patches above a certain food threshold performs only marginally worse than a more selective strategy in heterogeneous environments, and could represent a proximate foraging mechanism for deposit-feeding crabs [33, 54] . The present study, however, demonstrates a more general and spatially explicit foraging model (which allows feeding threshold to vary). Under such a model, S. inflata would be expected to show a similar foraging intensity on natural and slightly depleted sediments, as long as the crab experienced homogeneously distributed food. A similar time partitioning was shown by S. intermedia in either natural or enriched sediments when the treatments were spatially homogeneous.
(c) Why is a dynamic decision rule more advantageous than a fixed decision rule?
An alternative explanation, apart from classical optimal foraging theory and contrast effects, that could produce the patterns observed is that the crab employs a dynamic feeding threshold (driven by recent experience [55] ) that changes based on recent sampling. In the individual-based model, S. intermedia alters its feeding threshold based on environmental food values that the crab has sampled. Information collected during foraging bouts, which could possibly be stored via memory, provides a dynamic basis for foragers to demonstrate adaptive spatial tactics when relative food value changes sequentially [7, [55] [56] [57] . In the model of S. intermedia employing different reference window lengths, there was a close correspondence between the model predictions and observed values for a long reference window length (v % 750), but not when the model employs a fixed feeding threshold. The crab could therefore estimate its foraging environment (context) by continuous sampling, and subsequently make context-dependent decisions based on its immediate past experience. Such a reference window approach provides a more realistic estimate of food distribution than relying on prior knowledge, and mechanistically explains similar predictions, based on optimal foraging theory, from the contrast effect approach [58] . When the reference window is too short, the forager's estimates would be heavily biased because the overall food distribution at a wider spatial scale has not been assessed. Biased estimates would probably result in foragers making wrong decisions and ultimately reduce the forager's energy gain. Although the advantage in energy gain decelerated with prolonged reference window length, random patch simulations showed that the crab employs a long reference window (v ! 500) on which to base its foraging decisions. The changes in feeding threshold provide a plausible mechanism of boundary reflection to enable foragers to stay within food-rich areas [43] and maximize energy gain [59] . On the sandy shores inhabited by deposit-feeding crabs, the food value of the sediments varies spatially and displays heterogeneity at a variety of spatial scales [27 -29] . In such an environment, flexible and dynamic feeding thresholds would enable intertidal foragers to achieve a higher foraging efficiency. Such sampling behaviour appears to be widespread among intertidal foragers, who experience heterogeneous food patches where visual assessment of food value is difficult [45, 60, 61] . Sand fiddler crabs, Uca pugilator, for example, detect food patches by cheliped probing [45] , and the shore crab, Carcinus maenas, assesses mussel abundance by sequential encounters [62, 63] . Many intertidal foragers therefore do not have perfect information of the spatio-temporal distribution of food patches, and must rely on sampling by feeding to estimate current patch quality [61] .
Conclusion
To investigate how environmental heterogeneity shapes the evolution of optimal foraging behaviours in deposit feeders, a model was derived to predict the movement patterns of S. intermedia using the reference window approach [17] . This model was supported by data from on-shore manipulative experiments where S. intermedia demonstrated a flexible, context-dependent foraging strategy in which foraging effort in the current patch depended on the recent, immediate experience of the crab. The decrease/increase in foraging effort following a decrease/increase in patch food value enabled the crab to remain in relatively rich patches, by coupling its foraging decisions with movement strategies. The ability to estimate and update local patch value based on immediate past experience allows the crab to track fluctuations in food richness of intertidal sediments where food distribution is heterogeneous at a variety of scales. As such, the reference window model provides a potential mechanism that foragers can employ to optimize energy gain in variable and unpredictable landscapes. 
